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ABSTRACT
A scrapbook, in which students assemble news articles,
advertising images, postcards, and other flat items has
been developed as an assessment tool for an introductory
level Earth Science course for pre-service teachers. The
students are asked to locate items that relate in some way
to Earth Science and to write a relevant caption for each
one that demonstrates something the student has learned
in the course. The scrapbook can be used to evaluate the
breadth and depth of the students’ comprehension of
Earth Science concepts. The assignment encourages
students to relate course content to the world outside the
classroom, and to become aware of the relevance of Earth
Science to their daily lives.
INTRODUCTION
One of the challenges of teaching introductory Earth
Science, especially in required or core courses, is helping
students see the relevance of geology to their lives.
Another challenge is finding alternative forms of
assessment that encourage students to move beyond
memorization of facts (Bond et al., 1994). This article
describes a scrapbook project that is used both as a
means of demonstrating the connections between
geology and students’ daily lives and as an alternative
form of assessment.
The project was developed for an introductory Earth
Science class for middle school and high school
pre-service teachers. The course is required for students
who have not already had Earth Science course work.
The students come from a wide variety of backgrounds:
some have had very little science experience; others have
a bachelor’s degree in science and, in some cases, work
experience. This semester-long scrapbook project is an
opportunity for the students, who have a wide range of
academic and life experiences, to work at their own level.
The assignment challenges students to collect items that
relate to Earth Science, such as news articles and images
in advertisements and travel brochures, that can be
assembled into a scrapbook and to write a caption for
each item.
“Scrapbooking” is a popular hobby and as such, has
found its way into educational settings, primarily in
middle and elementary levels. Scrapbooks are primarily
used to create connections between children and their
families (eg. Naumann, 2000; Yahraus, 2001) but have
also been recommended for many other applications
including helping children develop humane feelings
towards animals (Whitlock and Westerlund, 1975), and
for helping children heal from truamatic incidents
(Lowenstein, 1995). Collecting newspaper clippings is a
common instructional device for helping students to
relate course content to current events. It has been used
in many educational settings including secondary school
social science (Holmes, 1976) and in college humanities
classes (Lanham and Cowan, 1990). Written analysis of
news clippings provides an even more powerful way to
link course material to current events (Rider, 1992).
Photo interpretation is another authentic task (Barton,
2001) that helps students make connections between
course materials and “real life”. (In this context, the term
“authentic” is used to refer to learning experiences that
incorporate real materials, data or contexts, that require
students to perform real-world tasks; this is in contrast to
simulated or simplified experiences typical of many
traditional educational activities.) Reynolds and Peacock
(1998) suggest observing and interpreting natural
landscapes using slides in class helps students
understand the relevance of geoscience course material
and may help with development of spatial visualization
skills. Analyzing images found in other formats (e.g.
magazines) should have a similar effect and perhaps be
even more effective in creating connections for students
because the images are found by the students outside the
classroom environment.
The project was designed with a number of goals in
mind: 1) To make it obvious to students that the Earth is
an ever present part of their daily lives and that
information about the Earth learned in class can be
applied in many familiar contexts. 2) To help the
students make connections between course content and
news and current events. 3) To catalyze discussion of
course materials and to serve as a format for feedback on
how course material applies in contexts outside the
classroom. 4) To serve as an alternative assessment tool
that allows the students to be creative and take
ownership of their work while demonstrating what they
have learned from the course. 5) To serve as a model for
a project that the pre-service teachers could assign their
own pupils.
THE ASSIGNMENT
The students are asked to collect news articles pertaining
to Earth Science and to find images of the natural world
illustrating geologic features or processes, or that
otherwise pertain to some aspect of Earth Science.
Suggested sources for images include advertising
imagery, post cards, vacation pictures, and travel
brochures. The students are asked to write a caption for
each item, and to provide information about its source.
For some classes, I have also required that students link
each item to a National Science Education Standards
(1996) (NSES) content standards. This provides an
opportunity for the students to become familiar with the
NSES content standards and how they relate to the
geoscience education. (The NSES can be found on the
internet at: http://www.nap.edu/readingroom/books
/nses/html/).
The captions are the core of the assignment, where
the students demonstrate the depth and breadth of what
they have learned in the course. The handout for the
assignment (Figure 1) gives students guidance on how to
write captions and emphasizes the importance of
including Earth Science content that connects to the item
but is not provided by the item. For example, although a
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news article about an earthquake will typically provide a
death toll and magnitude, it will not describe the plate
tectonic setting. For most earthquakes, the students can
deduce this information using figures in their textbook.
The assignment handout also gives them some hints
about approaching image interpretation. During the
course when images of geologic features are shown, the
students are asked to discuss what they see in the image
before there is any input from the instructor (this
technique is described by Reynolds and Peacock, 1998)
which gives the students practice in image
interpretation. Slides shown in class can also be used as
an opportunity to explicitly model the creation of
captions for the students. Alternatively, one could have
students write a caption for an image or article in class
and discuss the results (e.g. Rider, 1992).
The scrapbook assignment is structured to discour-
age students from using items that require no interpreta-
tion on their part (e.g. text books and other educational
resources). The backsides of all clipped images are left
accessible so that the instructor can monitor the source of
items. In the first year this assignment was used, some
students made extensive use of images downloaded
from government and university web sites and simply
paraphrased information from the web sites for their
captions. Therefore, in subsequent years electronic im-
ages have not been permitted, with the exception of those
accompanying news articles and personal photos. Other
assignments can be used to give the students an opportu-
nity to explore Earth Science teaching resources available
on the web. Recently, “cut and paste” plagiarism from
web sites has become a common phenomena on college
campuses (Clarke-Pearson, 2001). One of the advantages
of using advertising images is that it is not possible to
find geological interpretations of them by searching the
web.
To provide feedback before the assignment is due
and prevent surprises at the end of the semester, the
students are asked to turn in their “in progress”
scrapbooks midway through the semester. One
completed item is graded at this point. This midway
check is also very important in that it provides a strong
motivation for students to seek one-on-one time with the
professor. In addition, students have the opportunity to
share what they have found so far with each other, which
helps students who are still unclear about the nature of
the assignment.
The scrapbooks are graded using a grading guide
that is given to the students along with the assignment at
the start of the semester (Figure 1). The use of a guide
that is shared in advance helps students understand the
nature of the assignment and is generally agreed upon to
be the most fair procedure (Mabry, 1999). However, it
has a drawback of stifling creativity and may interfere
with the grader’s ability to exercise professional
judgement (Mabry, 1999). A grading guide containing
easily quantifiable criteria can deter from the
assessments’ ability to measure higher order thinking
skills (Baxter, 1993). The grading guide developed for
this project attempts to strike a balance between concrete
criteria (e.g. number of items, diversity of sources), that
define the assignment and form the “rules of the game”,
and standards (e.g. quality of content) designed to create
room for professional judgment. The grading guide
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Figure 1: Assignment handout for Earth Science scrapbook project and grading guide.
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Figure 2: Hand renderings of several student’s
scrapbook pages. Each page displays different levels
of interpretation and integration. a) This page
contains two items and their captions. The upper
item is a photo, clipped from a magazine, which
shows a village nestled in a cliff rimmed valley.
Mountains are seen through haze in the background,
roads and the boundaries between agricultural fields
dissect the valley floor. The cliffs to the right are
composed or tan and red strata, the cliffs to the left
are shrouded in shadow. The second item on the page
shows a poolside scene in Arizona with red sandstone
cliffs in the background. In addition to providing very
simple captions, this student has failed to identify
the source of the clipped images. b) This student’s
item consists of an advertisement for a radio with a
black and white photograph of a canyon in the
background. The photo is shot below the rim and
shows alternating terraces and slopes typical of
canyons in the Colorado plateau. The river can be
seen at the bottom of the canyon on the right side of
the photo. c) This item contains a photograph of a
fashion model standing in front of what is probably a
roadcut consisting of unsorted sediments that range
is size from below the resolution of the photograph to
both angular and rounded cobbles. Roots can be seen
dangling from small plants that are growing at the top
of the outcrop. A soil profile can be seen in the upper
right hand corner as well as a bit of sky and bare
branches.
values the correctness of the caption content rather
leniently, in order to encourage students to take some
chances with their image interpretation; which in some
cases can be quite difficult. Fewer points are taken off
for the misinterpretation of images than for mistakes
within captions revealing a true lack of understanding.
The grading guide has a strong influence on the final
product. For example, before the words “geologic
processes” were added to the guide, many students’
image captions were very short – consisting primarily of
labels for identified features.
STUDENT SCRAPBOOKS
The majority of students take the scrapbook assignment
very seriously. Perhaps due to their training in the
teacher education program, most students invest
substantial effort into creating an aesthetically pleasing
and professional looking document. Often “scraps” are
presented on layered, colored construction paper, edges
are cut with patterned scissors, and covers and section
dividers are decorated with clip art and colorful word
art. Some examples of pages from student scrapbooks
are shown in Figure 2.
Student scrapbooks display different levels of ability
to interpret images and news articles and various
degrees of sophistication in applying course content to
the items they have collected. For example, some
scrapbooks rely heavily on summarized news articles,
advertisements for jewelry and images of familiar
landforms, such as mountains, cliffs and waterfalls. The
captions are rephrased from the textbook and are
connected to the item only by virtue of the fact that the
item and the caption share the same noun. Even though
the author of such a scrapbook may, perhaps through
memorization, do reasonably well on multiple choice
tests, the scrapbook shows the students’ understanding
is superficial. In contrast, other students are able to
apply their new knowledge not only to writing captions
but also as they are searching for items. For example, one
student observed differential weathering of feldspar
phenocrysts in granite captured in a calendar photo.
Another student noticed poorly sorted sediments in a
road cut behind a fashion model (see Figure 2c), and one
student used her newfound understanding of the effect
of climate on weathering, to explain the preservation of
an ancient adobe structure pictured in a travelogue.
Some students have found images containing landforms
not covered in the class (e.g. wave cut terraces, sea stacks,
aretes, and cirques) and correctly identified and
discussed them. In these cases the students were able to
apply content from the text without the aid of class
discussion.
STUDENT FEEDBACK
In general, student feed back has been very positive. The
students are required to assemble portfolios for their
teaching certification program; most of the students
reuse items from the scrapbooks in their portfolios and
find the assignment helpful for that reason. The
scrapbook is worth 20% of the course grade, which
appears to be a good balance considering the effort the
students put in to the assignment. Some students find
the thought of obtaining magazines and newspapers an
excessive financial burden. This can be seen as an
opportunity to encourage the students to be resourceful
or to educate them about their community recycling
center. When they become teachers, these students will
face similar challenges in providing resources for their
classroom, so this aspect of the assignment can also be a
valuable learning experience. However, the issue can
also be circumvented by providing the class with boxes
of old magazines and newspapers.
Students who took the pre-service teachers class in
the fall of 2000 were asked by e-mail to comment on the
usefulness of the scrapbook project after they had
completed a semester of student teaching. Out of 19
students, 6 responded. The students were asked: “How
was the scrapbook project useful or not useful for you as
a student learning geology content?” and “How was the
scrapbook project useful or not useful for you as a person
preparing to become a teacher?” One student felt the
assignment was not useful for her as a student but that
the assignment was useful for her as a pre-service
teacher. The rest agreed it was useful for them as
students, in that it helped them connect what they
learned in the course to their everyday lives. For
example one student shared: “The scrapbook really tied
geological processes to our practical world.” and another
responded: “A lot of obvious images and experiences are
geologically-related (is that a word?) but you might not
consider it.” From a teacher’s perspective, the students
felt the scrapbook project was useful because they
anticipated the assignment would accomplish the same
thing with their own students and because it was a novel
assignment: “It was good to see a scrapbook could be
used, since none of our other education courses used this
as a learning tool. I believe that anytime you can get
students to think about applying what they have learned
about science everyday we have done something and I
think scrapbooks do this.” Another student pointed out
that the assignment could be adapted to other courses:
“As a teacher it gave me some great ideas for
“scrapbook”-type assessment in my future chemistry
classes. With some modifications, the idea/outline of the
project can easily be translated. It also offers students
some freedom and flexibility in their assessment instead
of the typical right-and-wrong or number-crunching
associated with science classes.”
EFFECTIVENESS OF SCRAPBOOK
Although scrapbooks are recommended for use in many
educational settings, there appears to have been no effort
to formally evaluate their effectiveness as a teaching tool.
Similarly, the use of newspaper clippings is believed to
be effective for increasing student’s appreciation of
relevance (Holmes, 1976; Lanham and Cowan, 1990;
Rider, 1992), but these claims have not been formally
studied. There have been studies of the effectiveness of
portfolio assessments (e.g. Slater, 1997; Johnson et al.,
2000; Shultz, 1998; Herman and Winters, 1994) and
portfolio assessments have become a very popular
alternative assessment used in many settings including
science classes (Collins, 1992; Hamm and Adams, 1991;
Brunkhorst, 1996; Phelps et al., 1997; Slater and Astwood,
1995). However, a scrapbook is different from a portfolio
because a portfolio should contain work samples
collected over a period of time illustrating the student’s
intellectual development (Mabry, 1999) and
demonstrating the range of a student’s knowledge
(Slater and Astwood, 1995; Slater, 1997). Ideally a
portfolio should also contain students’ reflections on
their learning process (Slater and Astwood, 1997). The
scrapbook project described here does not contain these
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elements. However, it is an authentic assessment like a
portfolio (e.g. Mabry, 1999; Slater and Astwood, 1997) in
that the tasks involved, such as interpreting images of
natural features, are real world tasks that a geoscience
professional would do, perhaps without even thinking
about it. A scrapbook can be used as a performance
assessment as part of a portfolio. Many of my students
have included their scrapbooks in their science education
portfolios and my colleagues and I have recently used a
shortened version of the scrapbook as part of a portfolio
assessment in an integrated science course for
pre-service middle school teachers at GSU. In light of
the similarities between the Earth Science scrapbook
project, portfolios and other authentic assessments, it is
not unreasonable to assume that further studies will find
it is also an effective teaching and assessment tool.
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